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1973
THE INDUSTRIAL PERIOD
VAMA CUCINE brand, introduced to the market in 1992, is an entrepreneurial evolution of I.S.A.M. srl, a company founded in 1973 and immediately active as a supplier of the most important furniture production
brands of the time. From the very beginning, the company has shown
two important technical-operational skills that will mark the entrepreneurial path of VAMA CUCINE in the years to come:
- the ability to process supplies quickly and according to the highest
quality standards;
- the vocation to solve and develop the most problematic constructive
and functional aspects of each customer’s project

1992
“VAMA” BECOMES KITCHEN
With almost 20 years of presence and achievements in the heart of the
furniture market, the company decided to transfer its wealth of experience, knowledge and visions into a catalogue: this is how the first VAMA
kitchen models were born. The market immediately chose the reliability and solidity of the creations, appreciating the originality of the
design, which made the essence of this Made in Italy evolve in a very
personal way, with which the furniture district of the city of Pesaro in the
Marche region had already won international admiration and consensus.

2005
INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
Technical and production competence, design vision, positioning on the
Italian market: VAMA is a mature company that is beginning to interest
international circuits that require innovation, detail, flexibility and
solutions. The approach is as natural as it is successful: the confrontation with the world scene is immediate and the company is chosen as
a strategic partner by architectural offices and large companies.
VAMA produces kitchens, but complements its furnishing solutions by
also supplying living spaces and bathrooms.

VAMA: GOING THE EXTRA MILE

2018

Today VAMA CUCINE is a reference brand belonging to C-Interiors
s.r.l. and managed by Caterina Maffei, a businesswoman trained in the
company and personally following its evolution process. Her own management style has led the brand towards foreign markets, her vision
has reorganised the company’s resources and energies on a “customer-centric” model according to which the relationship with the customer, at all levels, is based on the individual relationship.
Caterina personally supports and complements each professional context with empathy, transparency and spontaneity. From the initial phases
to the delivery of the project, up to the after-sales phase, Caterina uses
its strong problem-solving skills, dedicating listening, understanding
and the same rigorous assistance to customers and suppliers: in VAMA
CUCINE, the purchase of a furnishing solution becomes a conscious,
fluid, stimulating journey with results of maximum satisfaction, a proof that, over the years, has allowed it to gain and maintain a portfolio of
international customers for a long time.
The recognised availability of the brand is today the measure of the
company’s will, but above all it is the pleasure - now widespread at all levels of management - of following the cycle of each project with genuine
closeness, real interest and lively passion.
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WE MAKE YOUR WISH
COME DESIGN.
Choosing a VAMA kitchen or furniture solution is
more than just buying a quality Made in Italy product:
each supply is subject to a fast and thorough study
process that guides the customer towards unique
and personalised solutions, serving each space
with optimal results and customised design.
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ANALYSIS

CONSTRUCTION
OF SOLUTIONS

TURNKEY
FURNITURE

MIND-PARTNER

Every
furnishing
project
expresses an idea, a desire, a
need that must reconcile beauty, originality and functionality:
VAMA design offices therefore
set the preliminary analysis of
the concept and technical specifications of each project as a
preparatory phase to test the
optimal value of building materials, structural solutions,
components and technical
performance.

Following the analysis, an
operational procedure is then
drawn up which plans and lists
all the variables involved in the
finalisation of each job:

Caterina Maffei leads a group of
designers capable of providing global advice on the world of kitchens,
integrating and supporting the
client with a proactive presence;
all projects always have a solid
technical basis. Vama Cucine is
therefore a key partner, also capable of managing design from
scratch or with improved integrations, protecting budgets, planning
production and logistics with strategic details capable of developing
commercial and operational benefits.

With more than 40 years of presence and experience, VAMA knows in
depth the needs of each profile of
the international clients it serves.
The role of “mind partner” consists
in configuring the resources and
working methods around the specific client each time. All work processes and feedback are always
carried out with maximum speed
and punctuality.

· the commercial offer and the
time of the evasion
· 3D visualisation of the furniture
solution in real time and possible
optimisation of the project
· business process reporting
· production status
· logistic organisation

Building materials, special solutions and functional details, fidelity to the design concept: VAMA is a rare and
strategic partner that can meet the highest demands and
expectations for furniture, capable of creating a unique
environment for comfort and aesthetic value
ARCHITECTURE

CONSTRUCTION

For the hotel, commercial or residential sector, VAMA demonstrates the utmost reliability by handling the complexity of particular or large supply volumes with maximum precision, transparency and technical-operational
strength. VAMA is also a partner that can help to improve
the quality of the client’s investment, intervening, if necessary and if possible, with strategic contributions on
different aspects of the project.

From the supply of raw materials to the realisation of
variants within the framework of specific supply: VAMA
operates on international markets with major customers
in the strictest respect of the protocols signed, making
the most solid operational contribution and the realisation of first-class Made in Italy furnishing solutions.
GENERAL
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VAMA “MADE IN ITALY”:
NOT ONLY KITCHENS
From kitchens to living rooms and bathroom furnishing solutions:
VAMA thinks and develops its Made in Italy by creating organic and
harmonious spaces, in which design is able to trace a strong and
distinctive aesthetic path, always respecting the intended use
of each room.
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CATALOGUES
STYLE
CONTEMPORARY
CLASSIC
Three distinct lines, for a unique Vama
world, able to embrace every type of
solution and different styles, kitchens
for every taste and need, united by
the quality of the materials and the
wealth of countless proposals.
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The kitchens of the line “Style”
are the strength of design and the
refinement of details, which give
these models a unique and personal spirit, ideal for those who have
strong tastes and love to dare in
the kitchen.

The kitchens of the line “Contemporary” are the modern and modern
soul of our collection with linear but
finished models that adapt to every
need, for those who love design without sacrificing comfort.

The kitchens of the line “Classic” represent the taste of tradition with details and finishes
of canonical taste, offering a timeless style worthy of the best
made in Italy.

CROSSED
AND
TAILOR-MADE
SOLUTIONS

VAMA catalogues and models are a complete gallery of meaning
and beauty, and to meet and satisfy the highest expectations of the
international market, the various lines can blend harmoniously together, borrowing rhythms, colours, presences and creating unique
furnishing solutions. VAMA’s talent and design skills go further and
allow the customer to draw the lines and the direction of his project,
on which our services will intervene to transform it into material,
form and function.
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STYLE
CONTEMPORARY
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Three distinct lines, for a unique Vama
world, able to embrace every type of
solution and different styles, kitchens
for every taste and need, united by
the quality of the materials and the
wealth of countless proposals.
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STYLE
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CLASSIC

The kitchens of the line “Style”
are the strength of design and the
refinement of details, which give
these models a unique and personal spirit, ideal for those who have
strong tastes and love to dare in
the kitchen.

The kitchens of the line “Contemporary” are the modern and modern
soul of our collection with linear but
finished models that adapt to every
need, for those who love design without sacrificing comfort.

The kitchens of the line “Classic” represent the taste of tradition with details and finishes
of canonical taste, offering a timeless style worthy of the best
made in Italy.

VAMA catalogues and models are a complete gallery of meaning
and beauty, and to meet and satisfy the highest expectations of the
international market, the various lines can blend harmoniously together, borrowing rhythms, colours, presences and creating unique
furnishing solutions. VAMA’s talent and design skills go further and
allow the customer to draw the lines and the direction of his project,
on which our services will intervene to transform it into material,
form and function.

C-INTERIORS S.R.L.
vat. 02674520412
OPERATIONAL OFFICES
Via degli Abeti, 346
61122 Pesaro (PU) - Italy
+39 0721 162 76 26
www.vamacucine.com
info@vamacucine.com
PRODUCTION AND WAREHOUSE FACILITIES
Via Direttissima del Conero
Industrial Park
60021 Camerano (AN)

